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Resumod for University is an 
extension of Resumod’s jobseeker app 
which helps students and professionals 
with resumes, analysis and job search. 

Resumod’s AI enabled builder, CV 
Scoring, and Job Match help students 
with crucial information on where 
they can improve and how they can 
approach jobs with confidence.

Through state-of-the-art analytics 
and reporting, Resumod helps 
universities accelerate their student 
placements. Our Pathfinding 
algorithms and tools ultimately give 
students an edge in the highly 
competitive global job market.

Rajat Vashishta,
Founder, Resumod.co



ABOUT US

Resumes that take you places!

Website: https://resumod.co

Resumod.co is a Resume Parsing, Building and 
Analysis software with AI at its core. It was 
launched in 2019 by the founders of global 
resume writing business GetSetResumes. 
Currently Resumod is used by over 100,000 
students and professionals from 160+ countries 
as well as by businesses in India and UK.

50,000+
Students

154
Universities

34
Countries

Indicative list of universities from where students are using Resumod’s AI enabled resume builder.
All logos are copyright of their respective owners

https://resumod.co/


DETAILED FEATURE LIST

Customised branded Resume 
Templates with the University 
Logo and private URL (e.g. URL 
– https://ipuniversity.resumod.co)

Data Security Guaranteed. All 
data on world class encrypted 
AWS and MongoDB servers. No 
sharing of data with third 
parties.

SSO – Single Sign On 
feature to directly login 
with the University ID.

Grammar & Spell Check 
along with contextual, 
syntax and semantic check. 

AI and ChatGPT+ integrated. 
Generate new content, skill,  
and job specific bullet points 
to enhance resume quality 
using our AI tools.

Job Matching & Resume Scoring. 
Score your resume against a 
target job and get detailed report 
on how to improve.

Auto picking of Skills 
from Resume, without 
manual effort.

Resume Analysis & Analytics. Get 
a detailed report on how to 
improve your resume, keywords, 
grammar, sentence scoring, and 
overall diction.

Parse existing resumes, 
without the effort of 
recreating entire resumes 
from scratch.

Soon: Resumod’s AI is being 
prepared to provide 
suggestions on future course, 
certifications and upskilling as 
well as jobs based on resume 
analysis.



BENEFITS

By using Resumod’s resume analysis and reporting, universities 
can see an almost 50% increase in off-campus placements.

Peer performance plays an important factor in student 
confidence. With a poor resume, students lose interest in 
placements especially off campus placements. Resumod’s 
analysis provides actionable insights on how students can 
improve their resume targeting specific jobs. The results is a 
more confident student, and better prospect of clearing a 
job interview. Online profiles also increase visibility and 
open up more job opportunities and discovery for students.

50-80% decrease 
in Training Costs 

3x increase 
in Student 

Participation

Better Analytics > 
Better Decisions

Resumod’s AI provides students with feedback and 
guidance at the right junctures enabling them to create 
Resumes and upskill without any external support. 
Moreover, with advanced reporting and analytics, 
placements authorities can monitor progress of each 
student without hiring any external partner.

The software can provide universities with valuable analytics 
and insights on students' resume-building activities. 
Universities can gain a deeper understanding of the skill 
sets and career preferences of their students, allowing them 
to tailor their career development programs, internships, 
and job placement services to better meet students' needs.

Resumod will be extended 
to include an alumni 
network feature, allowing 
students to connect with 
alumni who can provide 
guidance, mentorship, or 
job referrals. This feature 
will foster a stronger sense 
of community and 
collaboration within the 
university ecosystem.

Singular Branding
maintains consistency in 
the resumes created by 
students from the same 
institution and showcase 
the unique strengths 
and offerings of the 
university to potential 
employers.

With time, Resumod will 
integrate with popular job 
portals which will make it 
easier for students to 
upload their resumes 
directly to these 
platforms. Also university 
gets centralized access to 
student resumes for 
review and support.



For University

Contact us to  
make your students job 

ready FASTER!

www.resumod.co/university
+91 9711988383
biz@resumod.co

C-2, Sector 1, Noida 201301, 
UP, India


